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om temperature nanoimprinting-
induced molecular alignment in patterned poly(3-
hexylthiophene) nanogratings and its stability
during thermal annealing†

Kaixuan Wang,ab Xiaohui Li,c Chao Wang,ab Menxiang Qian,ab Guangzhu Ding *ab

and Jieping Liuab

Vapor-assisted imprinting technology has been well explored to have good potential for practical

application to fabricate topographical nanostructures of polymer film. Herein, we demonstrated that the

poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) nanograting topography can be excellently fabricated via the vapor-

assisted room-temperature nanoimprinting lithography (VART-NIL) technique based on

a poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) template and carbon disulfide (CS2) vapor atmosphere. Grazing

incidence wide angle X-ray diffraction (GIWAXD) was employed to illustrate that the VART-NIL

procedure could not only be used to fabricate the topographical pattern, but also to induce the

molecular alignment transition from an edge-on to a face-on alignment, including both form II and form

I crystals. Furthermore, according to GIWAXD and atomic force microscopy (AFM) investigations in situ,

the stability of the nanopattern surface morphology and molecular alignment of P3HT nanograting film

are dependent on the thermal annealing treatment differently. The patterned P3HT nanograting

morphology largely disappears into a planar surface at elevated temperatures and the crystallographic

structure of the P3HT crystal transfers from form II to form I during the elevated temperature process;

however, the nanoimprint-induced face-on molecule alignment of form I conformation surprisingly

remains eternal within the distorted nanograting film after the cooling step. Furthermore, the face-on

molecular alignment of the form I conformation remained developed and steadily and successively

enhanced during the cooling step.
Introduction

Nanoimprinting lithography (NIL) is being investigated as one
of the promising methods to fabricate nanostructures for its
advantage of high resolution, low cost, and high throughput.1–4

Compared to that of the typical optical lithography, the reso-
lution of the NIL technique is independent of some light
factors, such as wave diffraction, scattering, and interference.
The NIL method is mainly able to copy the pattern structure
dened on a template into a polymer thin lm; therefore, it has
been signicantly developed in the eld of polymer nanometre
science and technology, especially for semiconducting poly-
mers.5–12 Typically, for the conventional NIL process, the
imprinted resist materials are heated to a higher temperature
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17
above their glass transition temperature or melting point, and
the material is then forced into the cavity of an embossing hard
mould (for example, silicon) under the continual application of
high pressure. However, there are some limitations associated
with the NIL process that have to be carefully solved in detail.
First, as the NIL method is investigated as a typical template
duplication technique, it is signicant to pursue a mould
fabrication that is cost-effective, with simple processing and
giving good texture stability. Some traditional moulds, such as
silicon moulds or anodic aluminium oxide moulds, have been
explored for use during the NIL process; however, they are
usually time-consuming, involve a complicated process, are
simply fragile and crush or are easy to be deformed, and
therefore do not meet the requirements for potential applica-
tion with the NIL technique. Second, the higher pressure
applied in the typical nanoimprinting process is inclined to
cause the template to crush, the anti-adhesive layer of the
template to disappear gradually and the stress within the
polymer pattern to sustain for a long time. Third, some conju-
gated polymers are easily oxidized and decomposed at
enhanced temperatures,13,14 and this phenomenon is
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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detrimental to the performance of organic optoelectronic
devices applied with use of the corresponding conjugated
polymer. Therefore, room temperature nanoimprinting instead
of elevated temperature nanoimprinting has been signicantly
pursued to fabricate the desired nanostructures in conjugated
polymer thin lms to cut down the shortage of thermal NIL for
conjugated polymers.15–18

To address these issues, vapour-assisted imprinting tech-
nology has been demonstrated to have good a potential for
practical application to fabricate patterned structures.19–24

Vapour-assist imprinting technology differs from the traditional
NIL method in that this process employs a solvent vapour
instead of elevated temperature to soen the resist polymer
lm. The solvent vapour is able to effectively lower the glass
transition temperature and the polymer viscosity by exposing
the polymer to vapour, contributing to inducing polymer
mobility into the nanocavity of the imprinting mould. There-
fore, low pressure imprinting and a lower imprinting temper-
ature protocol can be developed to offer sufficient polymer ow
for the patterning process.

Another demonstrated alternative to conventional NIL
technology was to use so lithography techniques based on
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) mould.23,25–29 PDMS employed as
an NIL template is an elastomer and is able to have complete
conformal contact with a substrate bearing an even or curved
substrate surface. Paul et al. employed a PDMS stamp as an
elastomeric mask to fabricate a patterned nanostructure on
a curved surface, where the feature size of the pattern could be
improved to 175 nm.27 With this techniques, when exposed to
a solvent vapour, the PDMS template becomes directly swollen
by the solvent and the PDMS mould thus becomes a solvent
container during the so imprinting process.28 The solvent
within the PDMS mould diffuses into the polymer resist and
contributes to the enhancement of the polymer molecule
mobility, which is benecial for the patterning of the polymer
lm. Therefore, vapour-assisted NIL technology based on the
patterned PDMS as an imprinting mould has signicant
potential for the large-area pattern fabrication of polymer lms.

Furthermore, when imprinting conditions were chosen
appropriately during the NIL process, it was demonstrated
interestingly that the NIL technique was not only able to fabri-
cate the nanostructures but also to induce the transition of the
molecular and crystallographic ordering of imprinted materials
which were able to self-organize.9–12,30–32 This indicated that
some factors, such as self-organization, nanoconnement,
pressure and rheological chain alignment, had a profound
effect on the molecular orientation transition of imprinted
materials within the patterned nanostructures. In our previous
study, we developed a simple and cost-effective solvent-assisted
room-temperature NIL (SART-NIL) method based on the NIL
technique.33–36 SART-NIL technical was employed not only to
fabricate the poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) nanostructures but
also to prepare the desired morphology in the active layer of
ordered bulk heterojunction photovoltaic cells based on
uniform P3HT nanostructures surrounded by PCBM material.
We also found that the SART-NIL method was not only able to
pattern the P3HT polymer lm easily, but also could induce
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
a face-on molecular alignment of polymer P3HT for the nano-
pattern.33,36 As reported, it was revealed that selected solvent
vapour treatment behaviour plays a key role in determining
their enhanced crystallization or the preferential molecular
alignment of a semiconducting conjugated polymer.37–40

Therefore, during the vapour-assisted imprinting process, the
role of the vapour in achieving molecular orientation of the
polymer cannot be ignored, besides in the pattern formation of
the resist layer. Han et al. revealed that a P3HT lm with
a hierarchical ordered structure was fabricated by a vapour-
assisted imprinting in a carbon disulde (CS2) vapour and the
P3HT domains were constituted by uniaxially aligned nano-
brils with chains adopting a at-on conformation.29 However,
a comprehensive understanding of the NIL process in deter-
mining the molecular alignment of the semiconducting poly-
mer is unknown and thus forming a precise picture of how
vapour-assisted imprinting induces the molecular orientation
remains a challenging task, especially for the vapour-assisted
room-temperature nanoimprinting process.

In this work, we employ the vapour-assisted room-
temperature NIL (VART-NIL) technique based on a PDMS
template as a method to fabricate nanogratings on the surface
of a P3HT lm. The molecular alignment was carefully
measured with grazing incidence wide angle X-ray diffraction
(GIWAXD) coupled with area detectors. The results indicated
that the VART-NIL method induced the p–p stacking of P3HT
chains to orientate in a preferential face-on chain alignment. In
addition, the thermal stability of the preferential molecule
alignment was also investigated for the P3HT nanograting lm
by the employment of an in situ measurement of thermal
annealing. A detailed transition relationship between the
molecular alignment and surface pattern morphology during
the annealing is also discussed herein.

Experimental

The conjugated polymer P3HT (Mw 50 000 g mol�1; regior-
egularity 98%) was purchased from Rieke Metals Inc. and was
employed as received.

The polymer P3HT was dissolved in chlorobenzene at room
temperature to a concentration of 20 mg ml�1 and was then
ltered with 0.25 mm polytetrauoroethylene lters. Silicon
sheet was chosen as the substrate (2 cm � 2 cm) and was
washed with deionized water, ethanol, acetone and isopropyl
alcohol according to the established control procedure. Aer
the silicon sheet was dried, P3HT solution was applied with
a spin-casting process onto the silicon sheet surface. The spin-
coating process was performed at a constant spin speed
(1600 rpm) for 60 s. Then, the polymer lms were transferred to
a vacuum pumping system for at least 24 h to remove residual
solvent.

The patterned P3HT nanograting lm was fabricated by
employment of the VART-NIL method. The dried polymer lm
on the substrate surface was loaded into the closed chamber. A
patterned PDMS lm was chosen as the nanoimprinting mould
in advance. The P3HT lm was covered with the patterned
PDMS mould in a face-to-face alignment. CS2 (1 ml) was
RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 40208–40217 | 40209
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Scheme 1 Schematic of the fabrication process of the P3HT nano-
grating film assisted by the VART-NIL method.
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injected into the bottom of the closed chamber for the vapour to
assist in the nanoimprinting process. Then, the nano-
imprinting process was performed under pressure (0.4 bar) at
room temperature (23 �C) and held for 72 h. Before releasing the
pressure, the closed chamber was opened for 24 h at room
temperature and CS2 vapour was allowed to evaporate out from
the chamber to solidify the P3HT nanograting. Aer the PDMS
mould was separated off, the patterned P3HT nanograting lm
was obtained successfully. For the contrast analysis, unpat-
terned P3HT lm was also fabricated by the same process
conditions, only with an unpatterned PDMS lm. In order to
remove the residual solvent, we kept the patterned P3HT poly-
mer lm in the vacuum system for about 24 h. The whole
fabrication process was carried out at room temperature.

The surface morphology of the samples was characterized
using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and atomic force
microscopy (AFM). The SEM images were obtained using Hita-
chi S-4800 equipment operated at 15 kV voltage. AFM (Multi-
mode 8, Bruker) was employed to indicate the surface
morphology of the P3HT samples during the room temperature
and thermal annealing process. The temperature zone of
thermal annealing was performed from 23 �C to 210 �C in air.
The image was recorded using the tapping mode. The X-ray
diffraction data were obtained at beamline BL14B1 of the
Shanghai Synchrotron Radiation Facility (SSRF) using X-rays
with a wavelength of 1.2398 Å. The detailed information about
beamline BL14B1 can be found in a previous report.41 GIWAXD
measurements were performed at the BL14B1 beamline and the
incident angle of the X-ray beam was 0.18�. Data conversion to q
space was obtained by calibration using LaB6 powder. The
mediate beam stop was put down to block the primary beamline
for two-dimensional (2D) scanning. During the GIWAXD
measurements of the thermal annealing, the samples were
treated in situ with the aid of xed heating equipment. The
thermal annealing process was carried out by the same proce-
dure as used for the controlled temperature AFM
measurements.

Results and discussion

We demonstrate here the VART-NIL technique based on
a PDMS template as a method to fabricate nanogratings on the
surface of P3HT lm. The schematic preparation process of the
P3HT nanograting lm is illustrated in Scheme 1. The VART-
NIL process based on a PDMS template consists of three main
preparation steps. First, pristine P3HT lm is obtained by spin-
coating its solution onto the silicon sheet surface. Second, the
dried polymer lm on the substrate surface is loaded into
a closed chamber and the NIL process is completed under
a vapour atmosphere of CS2 at room temperature, where the
PDMS template is allowed to adhere slowly onto the polymer
surface face to face. Third, aer the PDMS mould is separated
off, the patterned P3HT nanograting lm is successfully
obtained.

The thickness of the pristine P3HT lm can be mainly
controlled by its solution concentration and spin-coating speed.
In order to eliminate the effect of the residual solvent within the
40210 | RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 40208–40217
pristine lm on the pattern process of the polymer lm, it was
necessary to remove completely the residual solvent using
a vacuum pumping system. The whole nanoimprinting process
was performed for sufficient time under CS2 vapour and at room
temperature. A patterned PDMS lm was employed as the NIL
mould, where the elastomeric PDMS mould could have
complete conformal contact with the polymer surface.25–29 In
addition, the PDMS mould surface cannot be treated to further
modify it and it is very easy to separate from the polymer surface
aer nanoimprinting due to there only being a weak interaction
between the polymer and PDMS. Solvent CS2 vapour could be
absorbed into the PDMS mould internally and thus the vapour
molecules diffuse into the polymer thin lm as a result of the
solvent concentration gradient between the polymer and mould
surface. Polymer molecules also swell or deform slightly, which
contributes to fully lling the whole nanocavity of the patterned
PDMS mould during the VART-NIL process. Thus, the fabrica-
tion process of the polymer pattern is developed under vapour
assistance and at room temperature, and hence this is noted as
the VART-NIL method. In addition, enough nanoimprinting
time is needed to ensure the successful regularity and integrity
of the polymer pattern due to the slow processing in the poly-
mer swelling. Before releasing the pressure, the closed chamber
was opened to allow CS2 vapour to evaporate out from the
chamber to stabilize the P3HT nanograting pattern. The
patterned PDMS mould is not damaged during the NIL proce-
dure and is able to be used again to fabricate the nanograting
lm completely. Therefore, this indicates that the whole prep-
aration of P3HT nanogratings based on the VART-NILmethod is
simple and cost effective.

Fig. 1 shows the top-down SEM images of the PDMS mould
surface and the patterned P3HT nanograting surface. It can be
seen that the patterned PDMSmould, shown in Fig. 1a, consists
of arrays of lines bearing a trench�275 nmwide and a�550 nm
distance between the adjacent nanograting (period). Aer the
VART-NIL protocol, the patterned P3HT nanograting lm of
�275 nm line width with a period of �550 nm was obtained, as
shown in Fig. 1b. Both the line width and the period of the
replication match the structural dimensions of the patterned
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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Fig. 1 Top-down SEM images of the PDMS mould surface (a) and
patterned P3HT nanograting surface (b).
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PDMS mould. The successful nature of the replication protocol
is also shown in the AFM height image in Fig. 2 for the PDMS
mould and the patterned P3HT nanograting lm, which come
from the same samples investigated in Fig. 1. A detailed
investigation of the topographical structure was performed
through the corresponding cross-sectional curves, as given in
the ESI in Fig. S1.† The PDMS mould and P3HT nanograting
lm both displayed regular and periodic topographical
morphology and the same structure dimension, identical to the
results in the SEM images shown in Fig. 1. The patterned P3HT
nanograting lm was fabricated uniformly, with a pattern
height of about 75 nm, a perfect replica of PDMS mould. In
addition, no collapses or distortion of the P3HT nanograting
topography were observed obviously. Thus, this illustrates that
the polymer molecule is able to ow into and ll the nano-
cavities of the patterned PDMS mould conveniently in
a vapour-swollen plasticized state at room temperature. There-
fore, this illustrated that the VART-NIL method based on the
PDMS template can be employed to fabricate patterned nano-
grating topography on the surface of P3HT thin lm, and
further that this technique possess high replication delity for
the polymer pattern.

It was reported that the NIL technique was not only able to
fabricate the nanostructures but also to induce transition of the
molecular and crystallographic ordering of imprinted materials
which were able to self-organize.30–36 In order to probe the effect
of the VART-NIL procedure on themolecular alignment of P3HT
polymer molecule, GIWAXD measurements of the polymer
P3HT lm before and aer patterning were performed, with the
Fig. 2 AFM height images of the PDMS mould (a) and patterned P3HT
nanograting film (b). The red lines within the images indicate the
directions of the cross-sectional curves (Fig. S1 of ESI†).

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
corresponding results shown in Fig. 3 and 4. The X-ray
diffraction data were obtained at the Synchrotron Radiation
Facility using an X-ray with a wavelength of 1.2398 Å, and
a schematic illustration of the X-ray measurement is shown in
Fig. S2 in the ESI.† The measured sample was loaded on the
surface of the sample stage of the device equipped with a heat-
ing device and with accurate control of the incident angle of the
X-ray. A 2D charge-coupled device detector was used to inves-
tigate the diffraction information. In addition, we note here
that, in order to better investigate the molecular alignment
exactly, the GIWAXD measurement of P3HT nanograting lm
was examined in the line direction of the nanograting parallel
and perpendicular to the direction of the incident X-rays,
respectively. “Parallel” and “Vertical” refer to the line direc-
tion of the P3HT nanograting parallel and normal to the
direction of the incident X-rays.

Here, we also adopted the standard crystallographic notation
for the P3HT polymer, where the (h00) plane, (010) plane and
(001) plane are referred to as the layering direction, p–p

direction and backbone direction, respectively.30–36 Fig. S3 in the
ESI† shows two typical edge-on and face-on molecule align-
ments of P3HT molecule chains on the substrate surface, and
the lattice parameters a, b and c are distances between the
backbones, p–p stacking distance and distance between the
side chains, respectively. The diffraction vectors qxy and qz refer
to the diffraction information parallel and vertical to the
substrate surface, while the diffraction peaks at q ¼ 3.8 nm�1

and q ¼ 16.8 nm�1 correspond to the (100) plane and (010)
plane reection signals of the P3HT crystal,32–36 respectively.

Fig. 3 indicates the 2D GIWAXD images of the pristine
polymer lm and nanograting lm with the grating direction
parallel or vertical to the direction of incident X-rays. In order to
better acquire diffraction information, one dimensional (1D)
intensity curves of GIWAXD images were also integrated both
along the qz and qxy directions, as shown in Fig. 4. These indi-
cated that a single edge-on molecular alignment was present for
the pristine P3HT lm, which could further be revealed by only
the (h00) and (010) reections appearing in the qz and qxy
directions respectively, which is consistent with the previous
reports.32–36 However, this is complicated for the diffraction
patterning of the patterned P3HT nanograting lm. First, apart
from the obvious (h00) and (010) reection peaks along the qz
and qxy directions respectively, additional reections of the
(010) plane along the qz direction and (100) plane along qxy
Fig. 3 The two-dimensional (2D) GIWAXD images of the P3HT thin
film for: (a) the pristine film; (b) P3HT nanograting film with the
nanograting direction parallel to the direction of incident X-rays; (c)
P3HT nanograting film with the nanograting direction vertical to the
direction of incident X-rays.

RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 40208–40217 | 40211
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Fig. 4 The one dimensional (1D) GIWAXD intensity curves of pristine
and nanograting films integrated along the qz direction (a) and the qxy
direction (b). The integrated data are collected from the 2D images as
shown in Fig. 3. Here, we define “Parallel” and “Vertical” as the line
directions of P3HT nanograting parallel and vertical to the direction of
incident X-rays.

Scheme 2 Schematic of the molecular alignment transition of P3HT
nanograting film during the fabrication step assisted by VART-NIL and
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direction are present for the diffraction patterning of the P3HT
nanograting lms simultaneously. These additional reections
of the (010) and (100) peaks conrm that a face-on molecular
orientation is induced for the P3HT nanograting lm during the
VART-NIL process. The presence of preferential face-on mole-
cule alignment within the P3HT nanograting lmmay be due to
the connement growth of P3HT crystals within the nanocavity
space of the PDMSmould.33,34 In addition, it can be inferred that
there is still an edge-on chain alignment for the patterned
nanograting lm, which is revealed by the reection patterns of
the (h00) plane and (010) plane along the qz and qxy directions,
respectively. This rm molecular alignment may result
primarily from the contribution of a residual layer beneath the
nanograting pattern.34 Second, the GIWAXD prole of the
nanograting lm shows the presence of the reection peak from
the (100) mille plane of the crystallographic structure, which is
indicated at q ¼ 5.2 nm�1. The obviously increased q value of
the P3HT crystal must result from the crystallographic transi-
tion from form I to form II, which is similar to the transition of
the conjugated polymer as reported previously.29,39,40,42 The
crystallographic transition from the typical form I to form II of
polythiophene was generally obtained by exposing the polymer
to solvent CS2 vapour atmosphere treatment. Compared to the
form I, the increase in the diffraction q value indicates that the
distance between the alkyl chains is slightly reduced for the
form II. Third, as for the diffraction pattern of the P3HT form II
crystal, (h00) reection peaks can be investigated evidently both
in the qz and qxy directions; however, no illustration of a (010)
plane reection of form II (different from the form I) was
indicated along the qz and qxy directions, or in other words the
p–p stacking distance, which is associated with the (010) plane
reection, was unchanged signicantly for the form I and form
II crystal conformations investigated in this paper. Thus, for the
nanoimprinted P3HT nanograting lm, it indicated that the
(100), (200) and (010) peaks of form II crystal conformation
emerge along the qz direction, while the (100) and (010) peaks of
form II crystal conformation also come up along the qxy direc-
tion. Together, there are both edge-on and face-on molecular
alignments of the form II crystal for the P3HT nanograting lm.
Here, the face-on molecular alignment of form II crystal arises
mainly from the P3HT nanograting structure, which occurs by
the same induced growth effect as the face-on molecular
40212 | RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 40208–40217
alignment of form I, and we also believe that the edge-on
molecule alignment of form II crystal may mainly result from
the effect of a residual layer beneath the nanograting pattern.
Fourth, in order to illustrate the crystallographic structure in
detail, investigation of the GIWAXD signal of the nanograting
lm was performed according to the line direction of the
nanograting parallel or perpendicular to the direction of inci-
dent X-rays. The GIWAXD signals did not vary for the P3HT
nanograting lms parallel or perpendicular to the direction of
incident X-rays, showing that the alignment of chains within
the nanograting lm was identical for the orthogonal nano-
grating line direction. In addition, the invariance of all the
reection peak positions was noted for the P3HT polymer
before and aer the VART-NIL process, except for the magical
emergence of the form II crystal conformation. Thus, this
provides evidence that there is an absence of crystallographic
dimensional change for the form I P3HT crystal before and aer
the VART-NIL procedure. The schematic illustration of the
molecular alignment transition of the P3HT nanograting lm
during the fabrication step assisted by VART-NIL is shown in
Scheme 2.

Here, it is noted that the signicant face-on molecular
alignment of form I and form II crystals cannot be induced
without the pattern processing as revealed by the GIWAXD
pattern of the vapour annealing P3HT lm, as shown in Fig. S4
of the ESI.† Vapour annealing of the P3HT lm can be achieved
under the same conditions as the fabrication of nanograting
lm with an unpatterned PDMS lm rather than patterned
PDMS lm as the mould. This indicates that there are only (h00)
and (010) reection patterns of form I and form II crystal
appearing in the qz and qxy directions, respectively. Thus, it can
be concluded that the P3HT molecular chains of form I and
form II crystals only adopt an edge-on molecule alignment to
the substrate aer the single vapour treatment with CS2 atmo-
sphere rather than the VART-NIL process. This conrms again
that, as discussed above, the induced face-on alignment of form
I and form II crystals is contributed mainly by the pattern
process during the VART-NIL procedure and this preferential
face-on alignment of form I and form II crystals exists in the
pattern structure of the P3HT nanograting lm rather than in
the residual layer beneath the nanograting pattern.

This indicates that, as discussed above, the face-on align-
ment of form I and form II crystal can be induced during the
fabrication process of nanograting P3HT lm assisted by the
the thermal annealing process.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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Fig. 5 2D GIWAXD image (a) and AFM height image (b) of P3HT
nanograting film after thermal annealing. The thermal annealing is
performed under a fixed temperature (210 �C) for 15 min and then the
thin film is cooled down to room temperature (23 �C). The red line
within image (b) indicates the direction of the cross-sectional curve
(Fig. S6 of ESI†).
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VART-NIL procedure. In our previous study, we demonstrated
that the NIL method was not only able to facilely fabricate the
P3HT nanopillars, but also to induce the face-on molecular
orientation of P3HT existing in the nanopillars.33,34 The prefer-
ential face-on orientation within P3HT nanopillars mainly
results from the connement of rod-like crystals with their p–p
stacking direction along the rod axis. Therefore, understanding
of the nanopatterned contact or connement is important for
the formation of a face-on arrangement. However, the NIL
process is a complicated process and depends on many factors,
such as temperature, pressure, nano-space and interface inter-
action. Thus, a comprehensive understanding of the NIL
process in determining the molecular orientation has not been
achieved yet and forming a precise picture of how nano-
imprinting induces the molecular orientation remains a chal-
lenging task. More comments about the mechanism in this
paper can be described very limitedly. However, we can ensure
that the signicant face-on molecular alignment of form I and
form II crystals cannot be induced without pattern processing,
as revealed by the GIWAXD pattern of vapour annealing P3HT
lm. In all, we indicate here that the induced face-on alignment
of form I and form II crystals is dependent mainly on the
patterning process during the VART-NIL procedure, while
a deeper understanding of the mechanism of the induced
alignment during the NIL method will be explored in the next
report as part of our continual research.

Therefore, as illustrated by the results and discussion above,
the VART-NIL procedure is able not only to fabricate the topo-
graphical nanostructures of a nanograting P3HT lm, but is
also able to induce the molecular alignment transition from an
edge-on to face-on alignment, including both the face-on
conformations of form I and form II crystals.

As reported, the crystallographic conformation of the P3HT
crystal was able to transform from form I to form II surprisingly
aer the thermal annealing treatment.29,40 In fact, thermal
stability of the surface morphology and internal molecule
alignment plays a signicant role in determining the semi-
conducting polymer applications. Therefore, in order to inves-
tigate the thermal stability of the surface morphology and
internal molecular alignment of form I and form II conforma-
tions of the patterned P3HT nanograting lm, a thermal
annealing treatment on the nanopatterned P3HT lm was
performed. Fig. 5 shows the 2D GIWAXD image and AFM height
prole of the P3HT nanograting lm aer thermal annealing.
The thermal annealing procedure was performed under a xed
temperature (210 �C) for 15 min and then the annealed lm was
cooled down to room temperature for the AFM and GIWAXD
measurements. 1D GIWAXD intensity curves of the P3HT
nanograting lm (before and aer thermal annealing) inte-
grated along the qz and qxy directions were also plotted and can
be found in the ESI (Fig. S5†). These indicate that, for the
annealed nanograting lm, both the (h00) and (010) diffraction
planes of form I conformation of the P3HT crystal are only
present in the qz and qxy directions simultaneously and there is
no other additional diffraction peaks existing in the annealed
pattern lm. Thus, it can be inferred that there are two key
results. First, the P3HT crystal is crystallized in the form I
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
conformation aer the thermal annealing treatment and the
P3HT molecules do not adopt any form II conformation to
arrange crystallization. This further conrms that the crystal-
lographic transition of the P3HT crystal from form II to form I
emerges aer the thermal annealing treatment and that the
stability of the form II conformation is dependent on the
thermal process signicantly. Second, it can be inferred that
a mixture of edge-on and face-on chain alignments of the form I
crystal exists in the nanograting P3HT lm aer thermal
annealing. Except for an edge-on chain orientation that arises
primarily from the residual layer beneath, the nanoimprinting-
induced face-on molecular alignment of form I by the VART-NIL
process is retained in the annealed P3HT nanogratings, inde-
pendently of the effect of the thermal annealing treatment. In
addition, a pronounced difference can be seen for the diffrac-
tion intensity of the retained reection peaks before and aer
thermal annealing. This enhancement in the intensity may
result from the improved crystallization or reorientation during
the thermal annealing processing. It was also noted that there
was a weak uctuation of the crystallographic dimensions in the
form I conformation, as revealed by the negligible change in the
reection peak position before and aer the annealing.

The cross-sectional height curve of the P3HT nanograting
lm aer thermal annealing is presented in Fig. S6 of the ESI.†
This indicates that the surface structure of the annealed P3HT
nanograting lm is not as perfect as the morphology before
thermal annealing. It can thus be inferred that the thermal
annealing treatment leads to a rapid decay in the nanostructure
prole and a smoothing-out surface is formed nally for the
annealed nanograting lm with the increasing temperature,
although an obscure prole of a nanopatterned structure still
exists, more or less. Thus, this indicates that the stability of the
surface morphology of the nanograting pattern prole signi-
cantly depends on the thermal annealing processing.

Therefore, it explains why the patterned P3HT nanograting
morphology largely disappears at elevated temperature and the
crystallographic structure of the P3HT crystal transfers from
form II to form I aer the thermal annealing treatment;
however, the nanoimprint-induced face-on molecular align-
ment of form I conformation surprisingly remains within the
RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 40208–40217 | 40213
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annealed nanograting lm. The thermal annealing treatment
has a different effect on the stability of the nanopatterned
surface and molecular alignment of the P3HT nanograting lm.
In order to illustrate the effect of thermal annealing on the
transition process for the morphology and alignment in detail,
GIWAXD and AFM measurements in situ were performed to
investigate the development processing.

Fig. 6 shows the 2D GIWAXD patterns of the P3HT nano-
grating lm during the in situ elevated temperature for various
temperatures from 23 �C to 210 �C. To better investigate the
transition process of the molecular alignment, 1D integrated
intensity curves of GIWAXD images along the qz and qxy direc-
tions were plotted and are displayed in Fig. S7 of the ESI.† First,
except for the diffraction peaks discussed above, no additional
or new diffraction peak was found during the heating process,
indicating no new crystallography structure arises from the
elevated temperature process. Second, as for the edge-on and
face-on molecular alignments of form II, the diffraction pattern
of the P3HT crystal showed a concomitant and substantial
transition alongside the increased temperature, and the
diffraction peaks of form II in the qz or qxy directions quickly
diminished until they vanished completely when the heating
temperature was increased to 120 �C. Third, as for the P3HT
crystal of form I, the diffraction peaks of the (h00) plane in the qz
direction and (010) plane in the qxy direction, which are asso-
ciated with the edge-on molecule alignment, and the diffraction
peaks of the (h00) plane in the qxy direction and (010) plane in
the qz direction associated with the face-on molecule orienta-
tion developed in a complicated manner. The intensity of all he
diffraction peaks was rst enhanced signicantly and succes-
sively as the temperature was increased from 23 �C to 120 �C but
then the intensity decreased successively when the temperature
increased more from 120 �C to 210 �C. All the peak intensities
were not present or were negligible at heating temperature of
210 �C, indicating that melting of P3HT polymer crystal had
occurred, resulting from the heating energy. However, it was
interesting to see that, during the heating temperature from
23 �C to 120 �C, the diffraction peak intensity of the form II
crystal decreased successively but the peak intensity of the form
I crystal was enhanced step by step. It can be inferred from this
Fig. 6 The 2D GIWAXD patterns of P3HT nanograting film during the
elevated temperature process in situ for various temperatures: (a)
23 �C, (b) 90 �C, (c) 120 �C, (d) 150 �C, (e) 180 �C, and (f) 210 �C.

40214 | RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 40208–40217
that the crystallographic transition of form II to form developed
indeed during the elevated temperature process.

Fig. 7 shows the 2D GIWAXD patterns of the P3HT nano-
grating lm during the in situ cooling temperature procedure
for various temperatures from 180 �C to 23 �C, while the 1D
integrated intensity curves along the qz and qxy directions are
also indicated in Fig. S8 of the ESI.† It was found that there was
only the presence of diffraction peaks of the P3HT crystal in the
form I conformation, associated with the diffraction peaks of
the (h00) and (010) planes in both the qz and qxy directions, and
no other diffraction peak was added during the whole cooling
step. That is to say, the crystallographic structure of form II did
not reappear again for the P3HT chains during the decreased
temperature process. It can be strongly inferred from this that
the mixture of edge-on and face-on chain alignments in the
form I conformation re-exists in the annealed P3HT nano-
grating lm, same as in the thermal annealing before.
Furthermore, the peak intensity of the all peaks emerged and
was enhanced concomitantly and successively during the cool-
ing step due to the presence of polymer crystallization once
again. As discussed above, the edge-on chain orientation arises
primarily from the residual layer. Therefore, this strongly
conrms that the nanoimprint-induced face-on molecule
alignment of nanograting lm in the form I conformation is
retained, somewhat surprisingly, aer the whole annealing
processing. We believe this preservation of the face-on molec-
ular alignment might result from the enhanced crystallization
or reorientation of P3HTmolecular chains during the annealing
process.

It is noted that, according to a further investigation on the
integrated GIWAXD curves as shown in Fig. S7 and S8 of the
ESI,† a slight variance of peak position in the nanograting lm
can be observed during both the elevated and cooling temper-
ature processes. This indicates that for the (h00) reection
(including the P3HT crystal, both in form II and form I), the
peak position is reduced slightly along the q value during the
elevated temperature step and then the position is increased
feebly during the cooling process. However, as for the (010)
Fig. 7 The 2D GIWAXD patterns of P3HT nanograting film during the
cooling temperature process in situ for various temperatures: (a)
180 �C, (b) 150 �C, (c) 120 �C, (d) 90 �C, (e) 60 �C, and (f) 23 �C.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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Fig. 8 AFM height images of P3HT nanograting film under the thermal
annealing treatment in situ for various temperatures: (a) 50 �C, (b)
70 �C, (c) 90 �C, (d) 110 �C, (e) 130 �C, and (f) 150 �C. The blue lines
within images show the directions of the cross-sectional curves
(Fig. S10 of ESI†).
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reection (including the P3HT crystal both in form II and
form I), the position rst increases alongside the heating step
but then recovers to a limited degree during the decreased
temperature process. But it is limited for the variation of the
peak position of both the (h00) and (010) reections. Thus, the
slight change in the diffraction peak position refers to a feeble
or ignored deformation or uctuation of the crystallographic
dimensions for the P3HT polymer crystal both in form II and
form I.

Therefore, according to the in situ GIWAXD measurement of
the P3HT crystal during the whole annealing process, the crys-
tallographic structure transition of P3HT crystal from form II to
form I occurs in the elevated temperature step in the thermal
annealing procedure, and the face-on molecular alignment of
form I conformation is also enhanced for the P3HT polymer
chains during the transition from form II to form I. Further-
more, the face-on molecular alignment of form I conformation
remains developed and is enhanced steadily and successively
during the cooling step, although it is diminished and nally
vanishes completely during the higher heating temperature
step (above 120 �C) of the elevated temperature process.

We note here that pure heating annealing treatment cannot
induce the molecular alignment transition from edge-on to
face-on orientation during the thermal annealing procedure.
This can be illustrated by the absence of a molecular alignment
change of the vapour-annealed P3HT lm under the same
annealing conditions. The 1D GIWAXD intensity curve of the
vapour-annealed P3HT lm aer thermal annealing treatment
was investigated, as shown in Fig. S9 of the ESI.† The vapour-
annealed P3HT lm was obtained in the same conditions as
the fabrication of nanograting lm with an unpatterned PDMS
lm rather than with a patterned PDMS lm (equal to the
sample fabrication of Fig. S4†). Then, the vapour-annealed
P3HT lm was heated from 23 �C to 210 �C and next cooled
from 210 �C to 23 �C to complete the thermal annealing treat-
ment procedure. It was indicated that there was a single edge-on
chain alignment of form I conformation arising within the
vapour-annealed lm aer the thermal annealing, inferred
from only the (h00) and (010) reections appearing in the qz and
qxy directions, respectively. As discussed in the Fig. S4,† the
molecular alignment of the vapour-annealed P3HT lm only
behaved as an edge-on orientation (both form II and form I)
before the thermal annealing. Thus, for the thermal stability,
the molecular orientation of the vapour-annealed P3HT lm is
preferential and there is an absence of other chain alignments
during the annealing process. Therefore, pure thermal induce-
ment can be ruled out to determine the presence or retaining of
the face-on molecular orientation in the form I conformation
and there is no direct connection between the presence of the
face-on molecular alignment in form I aer the thermal
annealing treatment and the edge-on molecular orientation in
form II and form I before the thermal annealing.

This indicates that the crystallographic transition of form II
to form I indeed develops during the elevated temperature
process and all the peak intensities are not present or negligible
at a heating temperature of 210 �C. However, the crystallo-
graphic structure of form II cannot reappear again for P3HT
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
chains during the decreased temperature process, which
conrms that the nanoimprint-induced face-on molecular
alignment of the nanograting lm in the form I conformation is
retained, somewhat surprisingly, aer cooling to room
temperature. Up to now, the mechanism of the transition and
retaining was still considered complicated and unclear and we
were only able to point out that pure heating annealing treat-
ment cannot induce the molecular alignment transition from
an edge-on to face-on orientation during the cooling procedure.
Therefore, we infer that this preservation of the face-on
molecular alignment might result from the enhanced crystalli-
zation or reorientation of P3HT molecule chains during the
cooling process. The detailed mechanism will be explored in
further work.

Fig. 8 shows the AFM height images of the P3HT nanograting
lm under the in situ thermal annealing treatment, while the
cross-sectional height curves are also shown in Fig. S10 of the
ESI.† These indicate that the topographic structure of the
nanograting prole changes little by little with the temperature
increasing from 50 �C to 150 �C during the thermal annealing
process. The relatively uniform and regular nanograting prole
cannot be found at 150 �C and there is an obvious distortion or
deformation towards a planar surface. In addition, it was
illustrated that the height of the nanograting changes signi-
cantly from �70 nm to �5 nm alongside the annealed
temperature increasing from 50 �C to 150 �C. The deformation
of the P3HT topographic structure may be driven by the
enhancement of internal tension due to the elevated tempera-
ture during the thermal annealing.43 Furthermore, it was indi-
cated that the temperature of the evolution of the surface
topography structure into a planar surface or its collapsing was
close to 150 �C. However, with an elevated temperature close to
150 �C during the heating procedure, the crystallographic
structure transition from form II to form I is developed
RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 40208–40217 | 40215
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completely and the mixed alignment of face-on and edge-on
alignments in the form I crystal remain present for the nano-
grating lm, as discussed above. Therefore, this rmly conrms
again that the stability of the topographic structure on the
surface of nanograting lm depends on the thermal tempera-
ture and that the thermal temperature plays a different role in
determining the thermal stability of the topographic
morphology and molecular alignment for the P3HT nano-
grating lm.

The schematic illustration of the molecular alignment
transition of the P3HT nanograting lm during the fabrication
step assisted by VART-NIL and the thermal annealing process is
shown in Scheme 2. As discussed above, there is only the
presence of the edge-on chain alignment for the pristine poly-
mer lm as prepared. During the fabrication process of the
P3HT nanograting lm assisted by the VART-NIL technique, the
VART-NIL procedure is able not only to fabricate the topo-
graphical nanostructures of the P3HT nanograting lm, but
also to induce the molecular alignment transition from an edge-
on to face-on alignment, including both the face-on confor-
mation of form I and form II crystals. Then, the thermal
annealing treatment has a different effect on the stability of
nanopattern surface and molecular alignment of P3HT nano-
grating lm. The patterned P3HT nanograting morphology
largely disappears at elevated temperature and the crystallo-
graphic structure of the P3HT crystal transfers from form II to
form I aer the thermal annealing treatment; however, the
nanoimprint-induced face-on molecule alignment of form I
conformation remains, surprisingly, within the annealed
nanograting lm.

Conclusions

Together, here we employed the VART-NIL technique based on
a PDMS template as a method to fabricate a nanograting
structure on the surface of a P3HT lm. It was illustrated that
the VART-NIL method based on a PDMS template could be
employed to fabricate a patterned nanograting topography
structure successfully and this technique was able to possess
a high replication delity for the polymer pattern. A single edge-
on molecular alignment was present for the pristine P3HT lm.
However, for the nanoimprinted P3HT nanograting lm, there
were both edge-on and face-on molecular alignments of form II
and form I crystals for the P3HT nanograting lm. The edge-on
molecule alignment of form II and form I crystals may mainly
result from the effect of the residual layer beneath the nano-
grating pattern. Thus, the VART-NIL procedure was able to
induce the molecular alignment transition from an edge-on to
face-on alignment, including both the face-on conformation of
form I and form II crystals. In order to investigate the thermal
stability of the surface morphology and the internal molecular
alignment of form I and form II conformations within the
patterned P3HT nanograting lm, a thermal annealing treat-
ment was performed on the nanopatterned P3HT lm. The
thermal annealing treatment has a different effect on the
stability of the nanopatterned surface andmolecular alignment.
The crystallographic transition of form II to form I was
40216 | RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 40208–40217
investigated during the elevated temperature process from
23 �C to 120 �C; however, the nanoimprint-induced face-on
molecular alignment of the nanograting lm was only
retained, in the form I conformation aer the cooling temper-
ature process. It was interesting that the relatively uniform and
regular nanograting prole could not be found at 150 �C and
there was an obvious distortion or deformation towards
a planar surface. This investigation will provide new insights
and guidance for the fabrication of topographical structures
and the molecular alignment of conjugated polymer.
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